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***** Print on Demand *****.LM Reynolds continues the gripping story begun in her award-winning
novel Spies in Our Midst in this sequel of deceit, treachery, sacrifice, and heroism. Fresh from
averting a planned terrorist attack that would have devastated the city of Boston, an elite team with
ties to three of the nation s most storied agencies remains on the hunt. While the plot s mastermind
is now in custody, he has refused to name the others involved. With legendary intelligence operative
Cat Powell and former ambassador Paul Marshfield at the helm, the team is on a mission to
discover the identities of the coconspirators and bring them to justice. With the only remaining lead
pointing to a dormant e-mail address using the handle Conrad27, the trail seems to have turned
cold . until an intercepted message reignites the investigation. Paul taps the expertise of Cat s halfsister--Lindsey Carlisle--and her team of accomplished hackers to join the chase. The discovery of a
hidden cache of explosives points toward military involvement, and what begins as a gray-hat
pursuit through the digital domain quickly turns deadly as the...
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Reviews
A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e
The book is fantastic and great. I have got read through and i am confident that i will planning to read yet again once again in the foreseeable future. I
found out this book from my dad and i recommended this publication to discover.
-- Pr of. Nicole Zieme
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